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KAMCO Oil Market Monthly Report 

KUWAIT: Crude oil regained the $70/b mark fol-
lowing the impact of Hurricane Ida, and more
recently Hurricane Nicholas, after briefly trading
below the key support level last month.  However,
despite elevated prices, the upward trend has
recently softened led by disappointing  economic
data coming from two of the world’s biggest crude
oil consumers, the US and China,  that affected sen-
timents around crude oil demand. Economic data
released in the US highlighted some economies
concerns as jobs creation weakened. On the other
hand, fear of growth of COVID-19 cases in Asia
also affected global oil demand expectations. 

Hurricane Ida, which made landfall at the close of
August-2021, had a severe impact on oil production,
refining and oil pipelines. The category 4 storm
affected around 94 percent of offshore Gulf of
Mexico oil and gas production. Oil facilities
remained offline for an extended period of time and
only resumed partially during the first week of
September-2021. The slow restoration process
affected 1.72 mb/d in oil production and 2.01 billion
cubic feet per day in natural gas production. 

The closure of refineries also led to higher
domestic gasoline prices in the US. In China, refin-
ery throughput continued to slide due to the inves-
tigations related to oil  quotas as well as led by the
refinery maintenance season. On the other hand,
reports suggested that Typhoon Chanthu affected
port operations in Zhoushan that houses some of
China’s largest oil storage tanks and refineries.
Economic data from China remained mixed as seen
from higher exports in August-2021, but broadly
negative pointing to a faltering recovery. This was
reflected in manufacturing activity data for August-
2021 that recorded a slowdown to the lowest level
since February-2020. The services sector had a
more severe impact resulting in a contraction due
to a recent outbreak of COVID-19 that affected
overall economy. The economy is also affected by
higher raw material prices and a slowdown in the
property sector. 

In order to contain the elevated prices and its
impact on domestic inflation, both US and China
tapped their strategic crude oil reserves. The
development was unprecedented in the case of
China as the country released crude for the first
time to lower prices. Moreover, the official state-
ment pointed to continued intervention in the
future in order to balance the market and stabilize
supply and demand through open auctions. 

Meanwhile, weekly oil production data from the
EIA showed a record decline in crude output in the
US led by the closures caused by Hurricane Ida.
According to the report, US crude production
dropped by 1.5 mb/d to 10 mb/d during the week
ended 3-September-2021. 

This was the lowest production rate since the
pandemic that affected production last year in
February-2020. On the other hand, oil production
by OPEC continued to rise for the fourth consecu-
tive month to reach the highest in 16 months at
27.11 mb/d. 

Oil prices 
After posting the biggest weekly loss in nine

months during the 3rd week of August-2021, crude
oil prices witnessed consistent gains during the 4th
week of August-2021 led by weaker USD and vac-
cine approval in the US that led to hopes of demand
recovery in the near-term. Crude oil future prices
were up more than 11 percent during the week end-
ed 27-August-2021, the biggest gain since June-
2020. These gains were also supported by the
expected impact of Hurricane Ida hitting the US side
of Gulf of Mexico. However, the price gains eased
during September-2021 despite the supply impact
from the hurricane as demand concerns from Asia
reemerged as a result of lockdowns in several Asian
countries to combat the delta variant of COVID-19. 

Markets considered the lowering of Asian crude
official selling price (OSP) by Saudi Arabia as a sign
of tepid demand growth in Asia, although prices for
the Saudi Arabia’s European and US customers
remained steady. Nevertheless, despite a volatile
month of trades, crude oil benchmarks averaged
above the $70/b mark in August-2021. Brent crude
oil basket monthly average stood at $70.8/b, regis-
tering a m-o-m decline of 5.6 percent, the biggest
monthly decline in 11 months. The decline in OPEC
crude and Kuwait crude grades were slightly smaller
at 4.4 percent and 3.7 percent to average at $70.3/b
and $71.1/b, respectively for the two crude oil grades. 

World oil demand 
OPEC kept its world oil demand growth fore-

cast unchanged for 2021 at a growth of 6 mb/d to
average at 96.7 mb/d, although quarterly esti-
mates underwent offsetting changes. According to
the OPEC monthly report, demand estimates were
raised for Q3-2021 based on resilient demand
backed by positive mobility indicators mainly for
the OECD region. Demand estimates for the
region was revised up by 0.32 mb/d for Q3-2021
to 45.93 mb/d mainly backed by an upward revi-
sion of 0.21 mb/d for 

OECD Americas region, and 0.1 mb/d revision
for the OECD Europe region. Demand estimates for
the US was raised by 0.1 mb/d to 20.44 mb/d for
Q3-2021. However, demand estimates for the Other
Asia region for lowered for the quarter by 0.1 mb/d
and for by 0.05 mb/d for the Latin America region.
Downward revisions were also made to demand
data for Q4-2021 mainly on the back of the increase
in COVID-19 cases. Demand estimates for Q4-2021
was lowered by 0.12 mb/d for the OECD region in
addition to downward revisions of 0.03 mb/d each
for the Other Asia and Latin America regions. As a
result, OPEC lowered demand estimates for 2H-
2021 that is now expected to be pushed in 1H-2022.
The net impact of the aforementioned revisions at
the full year level was an upward revision of 0.06
mb/d for demand in the OECD region. 

For 2022, oil demand forecast witnessed a steep
upward revision of 0.9 mb/d led by steady econom-
ic outlook for the world economy that is expected to
result in stronger-than-expected growth in demand

for crude oil. Demand is expected to grow by 4.2
mb/d and average above the 100 mb/d mark and
breach pre-pandemic levels to reach 100.8 mb/d.
The increase in vaccination rates is expected to be
one of the key drivers of oil demand rates next year.
Demand growth forecast for the OECD region was
revised up by 0.3 mb/d to a growth of 1.8 mb/d to
average at 46.53 mb/d in 2022. Demand growth
expectations for the non-OECD region was revised
by 0.6 mb/d to a growth of 2.3 mb/d and demand is
expected to average at 54.3 mb/d for the region. The
non-OECD region is expected to witness steady
economic activity next year, particularly in the key
demand centers of India, China and other Asia. In
terms of product category, transportation fuels are
expected to see a significant improvement next year. 

World oil supply 
World liquids production declined marginally m-

o-m by 0.03 mb/d during August-2021 to average at
95.69 mb/d. The decline mainly reflected a fall in
non-OPEC production during the month by 0.18
mb/d to an average of 68.93 mb/d. The decline was
primarily seen in the OECD region mainly due to the
fall in production in North America led by the dis-
ruptions caused by Hurricane Ida. On the other hand,
non-OCED production increased by 0.17 mb/d dur-
ing August-2021. The higher production by OPEC
resulted in a marginal growth in its market share that
reached 28.0 percent. Non-OPEC liquids supply
growth forecast for 2021 was lowered by the OPEC
in its latest monthly report by around 0.17 mb/d. 

OPEC oil production & spare capacity 
Oil production in OPEC showed gains for the

fourth consecutive month after most of the produc-

ers raised production during the month as per the
OPEC+ agreement. Bloomberg data showed OPEC
production increased by 290 tb/d to reach a 16-
month high level of 27.1 mb/d. Production growth as
per OPEC secondary sources was much more mod-
est at 151 tb/d to an average of 26.76 mb/d. Saudi
Arabia and Iraq, the top two producers in the
OPEC, reported the biggest monthly increases in
production, while Nigeria reported the biggest
decline. Bloomberg data showed that OPEC pro-
ducers have added close to 1.9 mb/d in additional
crude oil production over the last four months. And,
as a result, spare capacity with the group now
stands at 7.4 mb/d as compared to 9.2 mb/d at the
end of last year. The top five producers in the group
reported a spare capacity of 6 mb/d based on pro-
duction data for August-2021. 

August-2021 marked the first month of planned
output increase of 400 tb/d each month to be
implemented by OPEC producers until the end of
the year. At a meeting at the start of September-
2021, OPEC members announced that the group
would stick to its original plan of raising crude oil
production gradually each month to restore 2 mb/ d
by year end. This came despite a number of reports
that said that the US has urged OPEC to raise pro-
duction in order to contain prices. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s move earlier this
month to lower its crude oil OSP for Asian buyers
was seen as a strategy to get customers to buy
crude oil via contracts instead of the spot market. In
addition, the Kingdom also is said to be in talks with
Sudan to supply crude oil via a long-term contract.
According to Bloomberg, Saudi Arabia has already
begun fuel shipments to Sudan and a long-term
supply agreement with Aramco is expected. 

COVID-19 cases in Asia affect global oil demand expectations

Oil gains on hurricanes; strategic 
reserve deployed to temper prices 

Gulf Bank announces 
Al-Enezi as winner 
of cash prize worth 
12 times his salary 
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank conducted its eighth monthly
Salary Package draw of the year to announce the
winner for August 2021. The lucky winner, Dhari Ali
Oqlah Al Enezi, will claim a cash prize worth 12
times his salary.  The draw was held on Monday at
Gulf Bank’s main branch, in the presence of a repre-
sentative from the Ministry of
Commerce & Industry.

Mohammad Al-Qattan, the General
Manager of Consumer Banking at Gulf
Bank, said: “We would like to congrat-
ulate Dhari Ali Oqlah Al-Enezi, this
year’s eighth Salary Package draw
winner. We would also like to wish all
our clients the best of luck in our
upcoming monthly draws, in addition
to our annual draw for the grand prize
of 100 times the winner’s salary. Gulf
Bank’s Salary Account is the only
account in Kuwait that offers cash
prizes to reward its clients, in addition
to exclusive offers that are specifically tailored to
meet our clients’ needs.”

Throughout 2021, Gulf Bank’s Salary Package
offers clients a wide range of exclusive offers,
including the ability to choose between an inter-
est-free loan or  a cash prize of up to KD 300, and
a free credit card, with these offers being valid for
workers in both the public and private sectors.
Gulf Bank is also providing special offers for front-
line workers in appreciation of their continuous
efforts in combating the pandemic.

Frontline workers’ salary package
Gulf Bank recently tailored a special offer for

employed Kuwaiti frontline workers who wish to
transfer their salaries to Gulf Bank. Upon transfer-
ring their salaries, these clients will immediately
receive a set of benefits, including a cash gift of KD
300, or an interest-free loan of up to KD 25,000 or
a special car loan offer from approved showrooms.
They will also be eligible to receive a Visa or
MasterCard credit card with all annual fees waived

for the first year, a free MasterCard World card
(upon KD 5,000 expenditure). The frontline offer
also consists of other benefits, including a free safe-
ty deposit box for a period of one year upon open-
ing the account, free concierge services, and a cus-
tomer segment upgrade. The new frontline offer is
open to Kuwaiti employees working in the Fire
Brigade, National Guard, Civil Aviation (including
Kuwait Airways) and in the following Ministries:
Health, Defense, Information and Interior.

Salary package - exclusive offer
As part of the vast range of services and benefits

available to Salary Account customers, Gulf Bank
offers its clients the opportunity to choose the most
appropriate benefits from a wide selection of attrac-

tive options. With the 2021 Kuwaiti
Salary Offer, new customers who transfer
their salaries to Gulf Bank are automati-
cally enrolled in the monthly draws, giv-
ing them the chance to win cash prizes of
up to 12 times their salary. Customers are
also enrolled in a yearly draw of Kuwait’s
largest salary prize, a cash prize of up to
100 times the winner’s salary. 

Gulf Bank’s Salary Account also
gives new customers the opportunity
to receive either a KD 300 cash gift
upon transferring their salaries to Gulf
Bank, or an interest-free loan of up to
KD 25,000. Customers must have a

minimum salary of KD 500 and are eligible for the
offer following their first salary transfer to Gulf
Bank. Customers can also enjoy additional benefits
like a Visa or MasterCard credit card free of charge
for a year. They can also apply for a loan of up to
KD 70,000 with a repayment period of 15 years, or
a consumer loan of up to KD 25,000. 

Salary account draws
Gulf Bank conducts monthly and annual Salary

Account draws, in which all salaried customers who
transferred their salaries to Gulf Bank in 2019, 2020
and 2021 are automatically enrolled. During the
monthly draws, Salary Account customers have the
chance to win a prize of up to 12 times their salaries
and can even win up to 100 times their salaries in
the annual draw.

It is worth noting that Gulf Bank is the only bank
in Kuwait that offers its salaried customers the
opportunity to win sums of these amounts on a
monthly and annual basis, as a reward for transfer-
ring their salaries to Gulf Bank. 

Mohammad Al-Qattan

Kalyan Jewellers 
launches 
digital gold  
KUWAIT: Kalyan Jewellers, one of the most trust-
ed and leading jewelry brands, recently announced
the launch of Kalyan Jewellers Digital Gold.
Venturing into the new digital gold category, the
company has entered into a partnership with
Augmont, which is India’s largest completely inte-
grated gold ecosystem. 

With gold continuing to shine bright, and tech-
nology offering convenient solutions, Kalyan
Jewellers Digital Gold powered by Augmont pro-
vides a safe, easy and reliable method of buying
24-Karat pure gold, digitally.  When customers
purchase Kalyan Jewellers digital gold powered
by Augmont, an equivalent amount of physical
gold is stored under the customer name for a
period of up to 5 years - at no additional cost, in
secured and insured vaults managed by IDBI
Trustee Company Limited.

Millennial or Gen-Z customers looking to

make systematic purchases in gold, can opt for
this feature, and start buying gold for as low as
KD 40 (INR 100) on the platform. At a later
stage, the overall gold purchase in their free-wal-
let can be redeemed as physical gold coins or
jewelry, at the Kalyan Jewellers showroom. They
can also opt for door step delivery of gold coins
or bullion. Customers can also sell digital gold
from the safe confines of their home, thus provid-
ing larger flexibility.

Talking about this partnership, Ramesh
Kalyanaraman, Executive Director - Kalyan
Jewellers said, “Gold has always been a preferred
saving option, and in the post COVID-19 era it
has also emerged as the safest and most lucrative
long-term asset. We have witnessed a renewed
interest in gold from younger, first time cus-
tomers, who are looking at convenient and easy
means of purchasing the yellow metal. The intro-
duction of digital gold will provide a holistic
ecosystem for consumers.”

Since the restrictions due to the COVID-19
pandemic, Kalyan Jewellers has introduced a
range of digital, customer-centric initiatives,
enabling patrons to purchase jewelry with flexi-
bility, convenience and security with the LIVE
video shopping facility.  

S Korea fines Google 
almost $180m
for market abuse
SEOUL: South Korea’s antitrust watchdog fined
Google nearly $180 million yesterday for abusing
its dominance in the mobile operating systems and
app markets, it said, the latest in a series of regula-
tory moves against tech giants around the world.
The penalty came weeks after South Korea passed
a law banning major app store operators such as
Google and Apple from forcing software develop-
ers to use their payment systems, effectively
declaring their lucrative Play Store and App Store
monopolies illegal.

And last week a US judge ordered Apple to
loosen control over its App Store payment system
in an antitrust battle with Fortnite maker Epic
Games. Google and Apple dominate the online app
market in South Korea, the world’s 12th largest
economy and known for its technological prowess.

The Korea Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) has
investigated Google since 2016 for allegedly pre-
venting local smartphone makers such as Samsung
Electronics from customizing its Android OS.

It said Google hampered market competition
through an “anti-fragmentation agreement” pre-
venting smartphone makers installing modified ver-
sions of Android, known as “Android forks”, on
their devices. “Because of this, device makers could
not launch innovative products with new services,”
the KFTC added in a statement.

“As a result, Google could further cement its
market dominance in the mobile OS market.” It
fined Google 207.4 billion won ($176.8 million) and
ordered the global tech giant to take corrective
steps. Google said the decision “will undermine the
advantages enjoyed by consumers” and added it
plans to appeal, according to Yonhap news agency.

“Android’s compatibility program has spurred
incredible hardware and software innovation, and
brought enormous success to Korean OEMs (origi-
nal equipment manufacturers) and developers,” it
cited Google saying in a statement. “This in turn
has led to greater choice, quality and a better user
experience for Korean consumers.” —AFP


